Caching is an important determinant of storage system performance. Bulk cache preloading is the process of preloading large batches of relevant data into cache, minutes or hours in advance of actual requests by the application. We address bulk preloading by analyzing high-level spatio-temporal motifs from raw and noisy I/O traces by aggregating the trace into a temporal sequence of correlated count vectors. Such temporal multivariate data from trace aggregation arise from a diverse set of workloads leading to diverse data distributions with complex spatio-temporal dependencies.
tion, to reduce latency in accessing data. Bulk Cache Preloading is the process of preloading mega bytes and giga bytes of data at a time, seconds, minutes or hours in advance, before actual accesses are requested.
State-of-the art cache preloading strategies [1, 2] , in enterprise storage servers, are predominantly based on capturing locality of space and time based on short range correlations in memory accesses, over extremely short intervals of time (order of milli seconds). By operating in the time scale of minutes and hours unlike traditional caching algorithms, bulk preloading opens up avenues to explore data mining techniques for prediction, that are not as stringently bound by milli-second level timing constraints that are typical of traditional caching techniques. However, there is no work on efficient strategies for bulk cache preloading. The only work in this area [3] fails to make precise predictions, leading to huge I/O overheads, rendering it impractical for real world use cases.
Memory accesses often exhibit long range motifs that span several minutes or even hours (see figure  1) , comprising of millions of accesses. For instance, whenever a periodic cron job is run or a movie is played, the same access pattern is likely to repeat over and over albeit with some differences. There is very little work in this area to exploit such long range repeating motifs. Motivated by this, we explore the problem of mining block I/O traces for I/O efficient bulk prediction by leveraging long-range repeating spatio-temporal motifs from memory access traces.
Our approach involves spatio-temporal aggregation of raw memory access data into a sequence of count vectors to get a higher-level view of the trace. Crucial to our strategy is an adaptive model to capture the latent spatio-temporal correlations in such aggregated count vector sequences, coming from diverse workloads with diverse data distributions. We propose Copula-HDP-HMM, to approach the problem of predictive modeling such multivariate data with complex spatiotemporal correlations. Our technique is a Bayesian nonparametric model for temporal multivariate data with arbitrary marginals, that is not limited by assumptions In the first picture, we see a long range motif spanning about an hour. In the second picture, we see a motif spanning about 20 minutes.
on marginal distribution.
Bayesian Non-parametric modeling(BNP) is a paradigm that automatically adapts the model complexity depending on the data, a practical requirement to handle a diverse set of traces from different workloads. However, while BNP techniques are well explored for real valued data, and multinomial mixtures, modeling data types such as multivariate counts remains less explored. The only work we are aware of that addresses this problem, models count data with Multivariate Poisson [4, 3] , that is unsuitable for higher dimensions [5] owing to its computational intractability and its single parameter limitation, making it unsuitable for overdispersed count data (verified experimentally in sec 6).
More importantly, the current inference methodologies tailored for specific distributions like multivariate Poisson are non-trivial to extend to other data types, or even other multivariate distributions for count data. Motivated by this, the Copula-HDP-HMM extends the HDP-HMM with Gaussian Copula emissions for temporal multivariate data with arbitrary marginals.
Copulas decouple the modeling of correlation structure from choosing the marginal distributions when modeling multivariate data. For instance, to model count data, they allow for a suitable discrete marginal, while the correlation structure is modeled by a suitable copula function, like the Gaussian distribution.
However, existing copula based techniques predominantly work with continuous marginals [6, 7, 8] . Inference for copula based models for count data is a hard problem owing to ties arising when dealing with discrete marginals [9, 10] . Inference attempts in [10] have resulted in algorithms with complexity exponential in the number of dimensions. We propose an inference algorithm based on extended rank likelihood [11] , that circumvents specifying the marginals thus rendering our technique robust to the choice of marginals. Hence, our technique is free from limitations that arise due to choosing a specific family of marginals, and learning the parameters of these marginals during the process of inference. For instance, our algorithm is free of the shortcomings of Poisson marginals that lead to problems with over-dispersed data. Apart from this the technique also leads to a general simplification of inference process leading to an efficient inference algorithm that seamlessly works for a variety of data types. We note that our inference algorithm is also suitable for mixed data with a combination of discrete and continuous marginals. Hence, from a caching perspective our copula based approach seamlessly works for other forms of data aggregation, instead of multivariate counts.
Our Contributions: 1. We propose Copula-HDP-HMM by extending the HDP-HMM with Gaussian copula emissions for adaptive modeling of a temporal multivariate data, such as multivariate counts obtained from trace aggregation.
2. We propose an inference algorithm for Copula-HDP-HMM suitable for multivariate data with arbitrary marginals, enabling Bayesian non-parametric modeling for a variety of datatypes, including mixed data with a combination of binary, discrete and continuous marginals. We are not aware of prior BNP models suited for arbitrary marginals more so for temporal data. Inference for copula based models is hard for non-continuous marginals, for instance discrete data such as counts. Our technique circumvents specifying marginals making it suitable for a variety of datatypes. Our technique addresses a fundamental machine learning problem, of adaptive temporal mixture models for multivariate data with arbitrary marginals with wide applicability outside the caching domain.
3.
We propose HULK : Caching Using Copulas for I/O efficient Bulk Preloading, leveraging repeating long-range motifs in traces with the Copula-HDP-HMM to make precise predictions with minimal I/O overhead. HULK works well when traces exhibit long-range spatio temporal motifs, such as demonstrated in Figure 1 . The proposed non-parametric Copula based methodologies naturally adapt to such spatio-temporally correlated patterns giving substantially high speed-ups as demonstrated in experiments on benchmark traces. Organization: Our model Copula-HDP-HMM and requisite background is described in section 2,3,4. In sec 5 we propose HULK, our novel Bulk cache preloading framework using the Copula-HDP-HMM.
Preliminaries
We now describe some background on Copulas.
Copula: A copula enables modeling a multivariate joint distribution as a function of the individual marginal distributions of variables. It enables separation of modeling the dependence structure of the data from modeling the marginals. In other words given Mdimensional multivariate data, the M marginals can be chosen based on those most suitable for the application, while their dependence structure can be independently modeled by the underlying copula function. Consider a dataset {X t } T t=1 with T instances of M dimensional random vectors. (For trace modeling, each X t is a count vector: X t ∈ Z M obtained as a result of aggregation.) Let U tj = F j (X tj ) be the random variable corresponding to the marginal distribution F j (.), ∀j, while u tj (small case) denote a specific value taken by U tj , ∀t, j.
Formally, a copula for random vector (X t1 , . . . , X tM ) is defined as the joint cumulative distribution of random variables
Gaussian Copula enables modeling the correlation structure with Gaussian distribution. Given observed random vector X = (X t1 , . . . , X tM ), let
where φ std is the standard normal distribution, the Gaussian copula is defined generatively:
The theoretical foundation for the application of copulas is provided by Sklars theorem [12] : Given the joint cumulative distribution of a random vector with continuous marginals, there exists a unique copula corresponding to it. [13] discusses several parameter estimation techniques for copula with continuous marginals. However, inference for discrete marginals is hard due to ties as described in [9] .
Related Work for Copula-HDP-HMM:
We now briefly review prior work related to Copula-HDP-HMM.There has been no prior work on exploring Bayesian non-parametric modeling algorithms for multivariate data with arbitrary marginals. Specifically, for multivariate count data, that arises from our caching application, the only prior technique for non-parametric temporal mixture modeling, that we are aware of, is based on the Multivariate Poisson(MVP) [4, 3] . However, the MVP, and even sparse-MVP [3] lead to quadratic latent variables per data point, leading to overfitting and a huge computational overhead during inference (Copula based approach on the contrary is linear with O(M ) latent variables). More importantly, the Poisson is also limited in its modeling power due to the single parameter nature, making it unsuitable for overdispersed data, a significant shortcoming for count data obtained from aggregation of traces. Further, inference strategies tailored for Poisson cannot easily be extended to more suitable alternatives such as the negative-binomial [14] . Copula based techniques have been widely explored for modeling multivariate data [13] , but predominantly for data with continuous marginals [7, 8] . Dealing with arbitrary marginals, such as data with discrete marginals is harder due to ties [9, 10] . Inference attempts for discrete data have resulted in exponential complexity [10] .
Our inference procedure bypasses the specification of marginal leading to a simplification of the inference process and makes our techniques suitable for multivariate data with arbitrary marginals including a combination of discrete and continuous marginals. We now present our proposed model Copula-HDP-HMM in section 3, while we discuss inference in section 4.
3 Copula-HDP-HMM : Non-parametric Model for Temporal Multivariate Data Non-parametric temporal mixture models for multivariate data is an important problem with wide applicability. We propose a new technique, the Copula-HDP-HMM, a temporal Dirichlet Process mixture model for multivariate data with Gaussian Copula. Inference is not straightforward [9] for non-continuous marginals. We are not aware of prior work that addresses copula based Bayesian non-parametric modeling techniques for multivariate data with arbitrary marginals. The generative model for Copula-HDP-HMM is shown in Alg 1.
The Copula-HDP-HMM model, through a HDP prior for the transition matrix of the HMM, is nonparametric in the number of states. The π k , ∀k = 1, . . . are the transition probabilities from state k to other 
states. They come from a HDP [15] with base distribution β and a concentration parameter α to allow for transition to a countably infinite possible states. Note that β itself comes from a stick breaking construction with a concentration parameter γ. Z t , ∀t in our algorithm denote the mixture component(cluster) assignment indices or the index of a hidden state for a particular data point t. For each cluster k the set of HMM emissions {Y t : Z t = k} come from a Gaussian Copula with a mean µ k and variance Σ k that have a multivariate Gaussian and an Inverse Wishart prior respectively. The choice of these priors arises from conjugacy, simplifying the inference process. We note that while correlation structure is captured by the Gaussian, the actual data X t , ∀t is obtained from the quantile function (by inversion) of the corresponding marginals F j (), ∀j. However, we do not explicitly estimate these marginals by adopting the rank likelihood approach, making our clustering robust to the choice of marginals. We note that we differ from the standard definition of the zero mean Gaussian Copula in literature, since in our clustering usecase, we would like to ensure a separation between means of Gaussians to better cluster the data. Hence we explicitly model the means in a Gaussian Copula and even place a prior for the means.
Inference with Extended Rank Likelihood
While inference for HDP-HMM is well explored, Copula-HDP-HMM leads to interesting challenges due to Copula based emissions with arbitrary noncontinuous marginals.We now outline an inference algorithm for Copula-HDP-HMM with Gibbs sampling that is applicable for discrete as well as mixed data.
To avoid the expensive step of marginal estimation, we use extended rank likelihood [11] that enables inferring copula parameters based on the rank information of data, bypassing specifying marginals. Consider the dataset {X t } T t=1 with T instances of M dimensional random vectors generated from a multivariate distribution. For the case of a single Gaussian Copula distribution (eqn 2.1), without any knowledge of the marginals F j , ∀j and without observing Y, observing the set of instances X tells us that each Y t , ∀t must lie in the set that preserves rank order: D = {Y : max{Y sj : X sj < X tj } < X tj < min{Y sj : X tj < X sj }, ∀t, j} The occurrence of this event is considered to be our data in this inference technique.
We now propose Gibbs Sampling inference for the Copula-HDP-HMM model discussed in algorithm 1, that involves the use of extended rank likelihood in a Dirichlet Process mixture model setting for the first time where we have additional rank constraints arising from the clustering. We focus mainly on the updates for Y and Z in algorithm 1 in detail, that highlight the new challenges due to the use of extended rank likelihood in a mixture model setting. Sampling of the random variables µ and Σ follow from the conjugacy of their chosen priors, while the update for β, is similar to that described in [15, 16] through the use of auxiliary variables m introduced for HDP inference.
We introduce some notation for the rest of this section.
. A set with a subscript starting with a hyphen(−) indicates the set of all elements except the index following the hyphen. Finally, let n k = Cardinality{X t : Z t = k} We also introduce auxiliary variables m .k , that arise from inference for the underlying HDP (denoting the cardinality of the partitions generated by the base DP). These auxiliary latent variables aid the sampling of β based on the direct sampling procedure from HDP [15] .
Sampling Y : The update of the Y t entails conditioning on the rank constraints instead of the observed data due to the Rank likelihood based inference approach. Further, in a mixture modeling setting, given Z t = k, we would like to constrain Y t such that elements of Y k after the update adhere to the original rank order of observations in its cluster.
Formally, let D k be the set of all Y k that preserve the rank order of the observed data for cluster k. Hence,
Hence, the Gibbs sampling update for Y t is based on sampling from a multivariate Gaussian distribution that is truncated to maintain the rank constraints within cluster k. Given Z t = k, the lower and upper limit are computed as
Based on these limits, the update for Y t is computed as
Sampling Z : For Sampling Z, the cluster assignment differs from the standard approach [17] due to the Rank constraint underlying the inference algorithm. We note from the previous update of Y t that while we ensure the rank constraints for Y k are satisfied in each cluster, we allow leeway so that they need not be satisfied across
The update for Z t is computed similar to the update for the HDP-HMM (refer to [17] for details), however the support for the update is constrained to the set ∆ t for selecting an existing cluster.
Computing the probability of Z t taking a new component k new requires integrating over the prior distributions of µ new and Σ new . We follow the technique proposed by Neal [18] , used by [19] in a similar setting by finding a Monte Carlo estimate of the probability of selecting a new cluster. 
Sampling µ and Σ: Updates for mean µ k and variance Σ k , k ∈ [K], can be evaluated in closed form due to conjugacy of priors. (more in supplementary).
HULK : A strategy for I/O Efficient Bulk Cache Preloading
We now propose HULK (cacHing with copUlas for buLK preloading), a new framework for bulk cache preloading leveraging long range motifs in I/O traces. On a storage server, we define live trace as a live set of memory access requests being received, while, repository trace is a set of requests collected apriori. Overview of HULK : HULK learns by analyzing the repository trace and predicts future accesses in live trace by observing a brief history of live trace and comparing with prior accesses in repository. Hence, HULK has two aspects (1) Offline repository processing by learning with Copula-HDP-HMM (2)Bulk prediction on live trace -The offline repository processing involves spatio temporal aggregation of repository trace into a sequence of count vectors followed by Copula-HDP-HMM inference that further reduces the count vectors into a concise sequence of latent state IDs to be used during prediction. (This phase runs offline. Hence no time constraints) -Bulk Prediction on live trace involves examining a fixed history of live trace to identify if it is a repetition of prior pattern from repository and leveraging it to make bulk predictions periodically. For efficient processing, the live trace history is also spatio-temporally aggregated into a sequence of count vectors and subsequently condensed to a sequence of latent state IDs on which prediction algorithm runs. (In our experiments, bulk preload happens every half minute, while prediction algorithm takes less than a second to determine preload candidates.)
Our workflow is shown in fig 2. The count modeling technique during repository phase is a crucial determinant of effectiveness of HULK in terms of its predictive ability. To make modeling effective across any server generating any IO trace, we need a technique without limiting assumptions about marginals of count vectors, at the same time adaptive in the number of latent states discovered based on amount of detail in the I/O trace and based on underlying workload and nature of correlations motivating the design of Copula-HDP-HMM.
In section 5.1 we first review relevant work on bulk cache-preloading. In section 5.2 and section 5.3, we describe various aspects of HULK in more detail.
Related Work: Bulk Cache Preloading
There is very little prior work [20, 3] for bulk preloading by analyzing block I/O traces. Bonfire [20] , explores a very specific form of bulk preloading to warm a cold cache. We address a different and a more general problem for an active cache. In [3] , the authors attempt trace analysis by leveraging temporal correlations with a multivariate Poisson with a rudimentary HMM based prediction strategy that leads to excessive I/O overhead. HULK significantly differs from this approach, through its Copula-HDP-HMM based technique that shows significant gains and employs sequence alignment strategies to explicitly find pattern repetitions leading to I/O efficient predictions unlike [3] . There has been work that addresses preloading for extremely short time spans in the range of microseconds [1, 21, 2] . In [1] , the authors specialize in workloads with notable sequential accesses, while in [2] , the authors further use application level contexts for dealing with interleaved workloads. Our work differs, in that we look at general non-sequential workloads, without assuming any application level context. Moreover, such algorithms [1, 21] , that use short range correlations, can typically be used alongside bulk cache preloading strategies for more performance gains.
Spatio-Temporal Aggregation: From Raw Trace to Temporal Sequence of Count Vectors
Temporal aggregation (a.k.a abstraction) [22] , is a technique [23, 24] to infer high-level concepts from raw temporal data. We perform spatio-temporal aggregation, aggregating the trace both temporally and spatially.
Temporal Aggregation: A trace is a sequence of raw requests, r q =< u q , b q , n q >, ∀q ∈ [Q], comprising of triplets of the form < T imestamp, BlockID, #BlocksRequested > for each request 2 . We would like to temporally aggregate the trace into time-slices of length τ minutes, to obtain say N slices. Hence, the outcome of the temporal aggregation phase, is a sequence of sets (A 1 , . . . , A N ), such that each set A t contains the set of requests in the t th timeslice. (In other words
Spatio-Temporal Aggregation: We now spatially aggregate each slice A t of the trace by taking a histogram over ν sized bins, M in number. Each slice is now spatially aggregated into histograms (or count vectors) X t ∈ Z M with M bins such that X tj is the count of all accesses falling into bin j in slice t. (In other words, X tj = Cardinality{r q ∈ A t : (j − 1)ν ≤ b q < jν}). The outcome of this step is a temporal sequence of count vectors (X 1 , . . . , X T ), where ∀t, X t ∈ Z M .
2 ∀N ∈ Z, we use i ∈ [N ]to denote i ∈ {1, . . . , N }
The sequence of Count vectors thus obtained through spatio-temporal aggregation (X 1 , . . . , X T ) is input to our model, Copula-HDM-HMM, described in 3. 
HULK for Bulk

Offline Repository Processing
Offline repository processing, operating on previously collected trace data, is a learning phase, run in a batch mode (for instance once a day), offline, running for minutes or even hours. First we preprocess past traces by spatio-temporally aggregating data to create a temporal sequence of count vectors (X 1 , . . . , X Trepo ). Next is temporal modeling with the proposed Copula-HDP-HMM (see sec 3) to obtain a concise representation of the trace as a sequence of hidden HMM states Z R = (Z 1 , . . . , Z Trepo ) corresponding to the input sequence. Note that T repo is the number of timeslices in the repository with each Z t ∈ {1, . . . , K}, where K is the number of hidden states recovered by the model.
The outcome of the repository processing step is a sequence of sets of accesses in each time slice (A 1 , . . . , A Trepo ) through spatio-temporal aggregation and a sequence of state IDs, Z R .
Real-Time Prediction On Live Trace
In prediction phase, the history of live trace is analyzed by comparing with the repository to make predictions for preload. Preload predictions are made every τ minutes and our prediction algorithm is designed to run in time much less (order milli secs) than τ to ensure timely preload. The preloader loads all predicted accesses in bulk and repeats the process after τ minutes.
As the first step in this process, live trace is subject to spatio-temporal aggregation (sec 5.2) to obtain a sequence of count vectors (X 1 , . . . ,X T live ). These are further aggregated into a concise sequence of state IDs of the formZ L = (Z 1 , . . . ,Z T live ),Z t ∈ {1, . . . , K}, ∀t ∈ [T live ] using viterbi algorithm with learnt Copula-HDP-HMM model from offline repository step, where T live is length of live trace history. The bar distinguishes variables of live phase from repository phase.
The prediction algorithm aligns a sequence of state IDs of live trace with the sequence of state IDs in the repository to identify repeating motifs for preload (runs with comlexity O(T live T repo )). The input to prediction algorithm comprises of a sequence of state IDs for the live trace historyZ l a sequence of state IDs for the repository trace Z R . The aim of prediction algorithm is to find the best locally aligned subsequence of Z L , in the live trace history, with the sequence Z R (the repo in its entirety). If the algorithm finds an alignment point, it returns a set P ⊂ [T live ] of slice indices, representing a window of slices around the point of alignment, that are the best candidates for preload. This is described in the appendix Alg 3. All accesses { ∪ ∀t∈P A t } corresponding to these repository slices are loaded into cache.
Experimental Evaluation
We discuss our experiments to evaluate Copula-HDP-HMM model and HULK framework. Our code and dataset available at http://bit.ly/HulkSmashHitCache
Experiment 1 Data with Various Marginals
We first evaluate the ability of Copula-HDP-HMM to model synthetic data with various marginals by correctly identifying hidden states. The four datasets comprise of data with negative binomial, binomial, two datasets with Poisson marginals, with gold standard labels for hidden states. (Sec D of suppl has details of data generation). Our baselines are (1) IP-HDP-HMM, the simplest conceivable model for non-parametric temporal modeling of count data with independent Poisson emissions across features, (2) SMVP-HDP-HMM [3] , the only available non-trivial baseline for HDP-HMM extension with multivariate counts. We see that the Copula-HDP-HMM significantly outperforms these Poisson based baselines. While baselines are comparable for Poisson2 marginals, when data is generated with binomial or the negative-binomial, Copula-HDP-HMM clearly wins. [25, 20] and an industrial trace. These traces are selected from a diverse set of workload types, such as SQL Server, Source control, Print Servers and so on. We also generate synthetic traces with different characteristics. (Details on these traces are shown in suppl material).
HULK Baselines: Intelligent algorithms for Bulk Cache Preloading is a field in its infancy. Hence we use baseline that performs no preload and those that use Poisson marginals for preload.
-Baseline-SMVP-Preload : We use HDP-HMM based on Sparse-Multivariate-Poisson for trace modeling as baseline, based on the only prior attempt at modeling traces [3] for bulk preload leading to huge I/O overhead -Baseline-IP-Preload : Uses a simpler model, the HDP-HMM with Independent Poisson emissions that models all count vector dimensions independently. -∅-Preload : Null-Preload, involves no bulk preload. Demonstrates effectiveness of Bulk Cache Preloading.
Experiment 2: Cumulative Hitrates:
The cache hitrate is an important (and the most straightforward) measure of caching performance. The cache hit rates are defined as: hitrate = hits hits + misses See Table 3 for results from this experiment. Trace  MS2  MS6  SYN2  SYN3  MS4  MS1  #Clusters  15  23  25  33  33  34  Trace  MS5  IN1  SYN1  MS3  SYN4  # Clusters  55  68  90  101  114 variate Poisson) and Baseline-IP-Preload (Independent Poisson) are based on Poisson marginals leading to suboptimal grouping of the underlying count vectors that affects the predictive performance, and consequently the hitrates and the I/O efficiency. We also note that Baseline-SMVP-Preload performs better than Baseline-IP-Preload, since the Independent Poisson model is simplistic in treating count vector dimensions as independent. To experimentally validate the need for an adaptive technique using non-parametric modeling, we also report the number of hidden states found by HULK(with Copula-HDP-HMM) during learning phase for different traces. We note a huge variation in this number, validating our need for an adaptive technique that automatically finds the number of hidden states. We observe that for some of the traces, preloading has a huge improvement in hitrate. For instance, in MS1, preloading through HULK leads to a 0.95 hitrate (close to 100%) and leads to a 35% improvement in hitrate over all the baselines. We also note that all forms of Preload show better hitrate over ∅-Preload, validating the gains in Bulk preloading. We also note, on some traces, there is less improvement in hitrate compared to baselines. This can be attributed to the fact that not all traces have long range motifs. A high value, well above 1, indicates that a high number of blocks are being preloaded as candidates for each access, indicating a high preload overhead. We measure the preloads-to-accesses ratio of HULK based on Copula-HDP-HMM in comparison with the best baseline SMVP-Preload from the previous experiment. See Figure 3 for the result of this experiment.
We observe that HULK with Copula-HDP-HMM has a preloads-to-accesses ratio close to 1 indicating a low overhead, while our baseline has a very high preloads-toaccesses value. We see that for MS1, the value with our baseline with Sparse-Multivariate-Poisson is close to 4 indicating that the amount of data preloaded is almost 4 times that of the size of the trace unlike our technique. This shows that HULK makes precise predictions and is more I/O efficient than our baseline, consistently, by an order of magnitude. 
Summary and conclusions
We propose Copula-HDP-HMM, a Bayesian nonparametric model for temporal multivariate data with arbitrary marginals, addressing a fundamental machine learning problem, applicable beyond caching. Inference is hard for non-continuous marginals. We propose efficient inference based on extended rank likelihood in a DP-mixture setting. Finally, we propose HULK, a novel technique based on Copula-HDP-HMM, for I/O
